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Abstract 16 

Feline morbillivirus (FeMV) is an emerging virus that was first described in Hong Kong in 2012. 17 

Several reports suggested the epidemiological association of FeMV infection with chronic kidney 18 

disease (CKD) in cats. The aim of this study was to investigate the presence and the genetic 19 

diversity of FeMV as well as the relationship between FeMV infection and CKD in cats from 20 

Northern Italy. Urine (n = 81) and kidney samples (n = 27) from 92 cats admitted to the Veterinary 21 

Teaching Hospital of the University of Milan between 2014 and 2017 were investigated for FeMV 22 

infection. FeMV RNA was detected in one urine sample (1.23%; 95% CI: 0.03-6.68%) and in two 23 

kidneys (7.40%; 95% CI: 0.91-24.28%). FeMV RNA was revealed only in urine or kidneys of cats 24 

without evidence of CKD. Phylogenetic analysis showed that the three strains clustered with FeMV 25 

strains retrieved from public database, forming a distinct sub-cluster of FeMV. The presence of 26 

distinct genotypes of FeMV found in this study is in accordance with previous studies 27 

demonstrating that FeMV strains are genetically diverse. A clear relationship between the presence 28 

of FeMV infection and CKD in the cats from Northern Italy was not observed, confirming recent 29 

reports that do not support the hypothesis that FeMV infection is associated with the development 30 

of CKD.  31 

 32 
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Introduction 35 

Morbilliviruses belong to the subfamily Paramyxovirinae, family Paramoxyviridae, which is 36 

composed of enveloped, single-stranded, negative-sense RNA viruses (de Vries et al., 2012). 37 

Morbilliviruses infect humans (e.g. Measles morbillivirus) and animals (e.g. Canine distemper 38 

virus, Peste des petits ruminants virus) (Nambulli et al., 2016). Feline morbillivirus (FeMV) was 39 

firstly isolated in Hong Kong between 2009 and 2011, mainly in urine, and a role of this virus in the 40 

pathogenesis of feline tubular interstitial nephritis (TIN) and chronic kidney disease (CKD) was 41 

postulated (Woo et al., 2012). Two years later, FeMV was isolated in Japan with a prevalence of 42 

6.1% in urine, 10% in blood and 40% in kidneys with nephritis (Furuya et al., 2014). Up to date, 43 

FeMV has been identified also in USA, South America, Turkey and Europe, with sequences closely 44 

related to previously identified FeMV strains (Lorusso et al., 2015; Sieg et al., 2015; Sharp et al., 45 

2016; Darold et al., 2017; Yilmaz et al., 2017; McCallum et la., 2018). Sieg et al (2015) found in 46 

cats from Germany viruses with sequences different from any other morbillivirus and with a 47 

nucleotide homology close to bat and rodent paramyxoviruses, thereby named feline 48 

paramyxoviruses (FPaV). The same authors found a correlation between FeMV and FPaV presence 49 

in urine and CKD (Sieg et al., 2015). Recently, a high prevalence of FeMV was found, but without 50 

a strong correlation between TIN and infection (Park et al., 2016). Moreover, Yilmaz et al (2017) 51 

did not find any significant difference in both histopathological and clinico-pathological findings 52 

between FeMV infected and not infected cats (Yilmaz et al., 2017). In addition, no relationship 53 

between the shedding of the virus in urine and laboratory alterations imputable to CKD were found 54 

in recent studies (Darold et al., 2017; McCallum et al., 2018). 55 

In 2015, FeMV was identified in Italy from the urine of a 15-years old, stray cat with symptoms and 56 

laboratory alterations imputable to chronic kidney disease (CKD). Even if a kidney biopsy was not 57 

performed, the fact that the cat continued to shed the virus in the urine for 14 days, led the Authors 58 

to suggest a possible role of this virus in the development of renal failure (Lorusso et al., 2015). 59 
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FeMV is now cited as a possible cause of CKD, which is a very common feline disease, with a 60 

multifactorial and still unclear pathogenesis (Brown et al., 2016). However, only few studies on 61 

FeMV provided information about cats signalment and anamnesis, as well as on clinicopathological 62 

changes related to FeMV infection. Moreover, data regarding the correlation between CKD and 63 

FeMV infection are often discordant and they have not been investigated in Italy yet. Thus, the aims 64 

of this study were to investigate the presence of feline paramyxoviruses in Italy with molecular 65 

methods, regardless of the presence of clinical signs consistent with CKD, to perform molecular 66 

characterization and phylogenetic analysis and to evaluate the existence of a correlation between 67 

paramyxoviruses infection and clinicopathological as well as histopathological changes imputable 68 

to renal damage.  69 

 70 

Material and methods 71 

Sample selection and processing 72 

Cats routinely subjected to urine and hematological analyses for diagnostic purposes at the 73 

Veterinary Teaching Hospital of Milan in 2017 were involved. Signalment (e.g. age, breed, sex, 74 

living environment), clinical history and health status, including results of Feline Immunodeficiency 75 

virus (FIV) and Feline Leukemia virus (FeLV) serology, were recorded for each cat. Either cats 76 

with a diagnosis or a clinical suspicion of CKD, clinically healthy cats, and cats affected by other 77 

diseases were enrolled, regardless of age and breed. Cats were examined and received additional 78 

diagnostic investigations (e.g. X-Rays, ultrasound or other instrumental diagnostic approaches) 79 

depending on the clinical presentation. Urine and blood samples were collected in the context of 80 

clinicopathological investigations requested from the referring veterinarians. Additionally, 27 RNA 81 

samples obtained from kidneys of euthanized or spontaneously deceased cats were also collected 82 

during necropsies performed for diagnostic purposes between 2014 and 2017.  83 
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All of the above procedures were performed within routine diagnostic workouts and therefore, 84 

according to the decisions of the Ethical Committee of the university of Milan, residual aliquots of 85 

samples or tissues collected under informed consent of the owners can be used for research 86 

purposes without any additional formal request of authorization to the Ethical Committee.  87 

Cats were excluded from the study in the absence of enough urine volume or if signalment, clinical 88 

history and diagnosis as well as histological description of the kidney were not available.  89 

 90 

Urine samples 91 

Urine samples (8-10 mL) collected by spontaneous micturition or by ultrasound-guided 92 

cystocentesis were sent to the laboratory and immediately subjected to urinalysis. In particular, 93 

specific gravity (SG) by refractometry, urine dipstick (Combur 10 test, Roche diagnostics, Risch-94 

Rotkreuz, Switzerland) and sediment analysis were performed. After centrifugation (1,250 rpm x 5 95 

min), supernatants were used to determine the urine protein:creatinine ratio (UPC) and to measure 96 

the activity of urinary gamma-glutamyltransferase (uGGT) with a spectrophotometer (Daytona, 97 

Randox Laboratories, Crumlin, UK). Residual aliquots of supernatants were then frozen at -80°C 98 

upon molecular analyses, as described below. 99 

On blood samples collected in EDTA tubes, when available, a complete blood count (CBC) along 100 

with blood smear examination were performed. On serum, creatinine, urea, sodium potassium and 101 

chloride, cholesterol and albumin concentration as well as other analytes if requested by the clinical 102 

presentation, were measured with a spectrophotometer (Daytona, Randox Laboratories, Crumlin, 103 

UK). 104 

Cats were categorized as healthy in the absence of clinical signs or of relevant laboratory changes, 105 

and as diseased if history, clinical signs, diagnostic imaging, or laboratory changes were consistent 106 

with a specific disease. Sick cats were further classified in specific disease groups according to their 107 

diagnosis: CKD alone; CKD along with other diseases; urinary tract disorders without CKD; 108 

neoplastic, infectious, endocrine or miscellaneous diseases. Based on the International Renal 109 
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Interest Society (IRIS) guidelines (http://www.iris-kidney.com), the concentration of serum 110 

creatinine and the UPC values were used to stage and substage cats for CKD, respectively.  111 

 112 

Kidney samples 113 

Kidneys were collected during necropsies performed either within studies on feline infectious 114 

peritonitis (FIP) or during routine diagnostic activities of the Pathology unit of the Veterinary 115 

teaching hospital. During necropsies, two sections approximately 1 cm thick each including, when 116 

present, macroscopically apparent lesions were collected. One section was immediately frozen at -117 

80°C and subjected to RNA extraction within two weeks from sampling, and one section was put in 118 

10% neutral-buffered formalin for histology. Sections used for molecular biology were always 119 

collected adjacent to the sections used for histology. Histology was performed on formalin-fixed 120 

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples using microtomic sections (3 µm) stained with haematoxylin-121 

eosin.  122 

 123 

PCR for FeMV and phylogenetic analysis 124 

Frozen-thawed urine samples were centrifuged (3000 rpm x 5 min) to remove debris. Then, 150 µL 125 

of the obtained supernatant were used for RNA extraction using the NucleoSpin RNA Virus 126 

commercial kit (Macherey-Nagle, Bethlehem, PA), following manufacturer’s instructions. RNA 127 

extraction from renal tissues was performed using the NucleoSpin RNA kit (Macherey-Nagel, 128 

Bethlehem, PA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction. RNA samples obtained from urine and 129 

kidneys were then frozen at -80°C or immediately investigated for the presence of FeMV by 130 

molecular analysis.  131 

A FeMV specific nested RT-PCR (nRT-PCR) was performed using primers and methods 132 

amplifying a 401 bp fragment of the L gene, according to Furuya et al (2014). PCR product were 133 

visualized under UV transilluminator on a 2% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. FeMV 134 

RNA extracted from a naturally infected cat was used as positive control and RNase-free water as 135 
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negative control. The amplicons of the expected size were purified and sent for sequencing using 136 

the forward and reverse inner primers used for the nRT-PCR to a commercial service 137 

(GATCBiotech, Konstanz, Germany). The sequence data were assembled and manually corrected 138 

using BioEdit software version 7.0 (freely available at 139 

http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/BioEdit/bioedit.html). The sequences were then compared with those 140 

available in GenBank using BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).  141 

For phylogenetic analysis, the sequences were aligned with representative FeMV strains retrieved 142 

from GenBank using Clustal X; manual editing was performed with Bioedit software version 7.0 143 

(Kumar et al., 2016). Phylogeny was estimated by the neighbor-joining algorithm (NJ) and the 144 

maximum likelihood (ML) method, with 1,000 bootstrap replicates (Felsenstein, 1981; Kimura; 145 

1980).  146 

After sequences comparison, the percentage of nucleotide similarity of pairwise evolutionary 147 

distances was calculated using MEGA version 7. 148 

 149 

Results 150 

Caseload 151 

Eighty-one urine samples were collected from 65 cats. Six cats (9.2%) were stray cats and all other 152 

cats were privately-owned. Fifty-six cats (86.1%) were European Shorthair, the remaining cats were 153 

Persian (4 cats), Norwegian Forest (2 cats), one Exotic, one Ragdoll and one Siamese cat. Thirty-154 

nine cats were male (36 neutered, 3 tomcats) and 26 were spayed female. Cat’s age ranged from 1 155 

to 17 years (mean age: 9,7 years; median age: 10 years; 95% CI= 8,5-10,9). Data regarding the 156 

healthy and disease groups and the number of cats for each group are reported in table 1. 157 

Thirty-two (32/65; 49.2%) cats were affected by urinary tract disorders. In particular, 20/65 were 158 

affected by CKD only, 4/65 by CKD along with other diseases (tumors in 3 cats and pancreatitis in 159 
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1 cat) and eight (8/65; 12.3%) cats had other urinary tract disorders (crystalluria in 4 cats, urinary 160 

obstruction, hematuria, pyelonephritis and nephromegaly in single cats).  161 

Serum was submitted along with urine for 14/20 CKD cats. Based on creatinine measurement, 3/14 162 

were in stage 1, 8/14 cats in stage 2, 2/14 in stage 3 and 1/14 in stage 4 of the International Renal 163 

Interest Society (IRIS) guidelines and all their urine samples had the UPC ratios below 0.4, which is 164 

the cut-off to consider a cat proteinuric. Only four samples had values compatible with the IRIS 165 

borderline substage (UPC: 0.2 to 0.4). In the remaining 6/20 cats, CKD was diagnosed by previous 166 

tests on serum, and therefore only urine samples were submitted to the laboratory, to substage the 167 

patients according to the UPC ratio. Two of them were proteinuric (UPC: 0.77 and 1.05) while the 168 

others had UPC values below 0.2.  UPC values above 0.4 were recorded also in 3 of the cats 169 

affected by CKD along with other disorders and in 2/8 cats with other urinary tract disorders.  170 

More than one urine sample were collected during the study from 11 cats belonging to the CKD, 171 

CKD with other diseases and other urinary tract disorders groups, to determine changes in urine 172 

specific gravity and proteinuria as well as to monitor the efficacy of therapies administered for 173 

CKD.  174 

Cats belonging to the remaining groups were affected by tumors (2/65; 3.1%) such as one 175 

lymphoma and one oral carcinoma, infectious diseases (2/65; 3.1%) such as one case of feline 176 

immunodeficiency virus (FIV) infection and one case of feline infectious peritonitis (FIP), 177 

endocrinopathies (8/65; 12.3%) such as hyperthyroidism (n=4), diabetes mellitus (n=3), Addison’s 178 

disease (n=1) or miscellaneous diseases (13/65; 20.0%) such as gastrointestinal (10 cats), traumatic 179 

(1 cat), parasitic (1 cat) and dermatological disorders (1 cat). A smaller group of cats (8/65; 12.3%) 180 

was represented by clinically healthy cats without laboratory abnormalities, sampled during 181 

wellness visits or during the follow up in the case of positive responses to treatments.  182 

UPC values above 0.4 were recorded in two cats from the miscellaneous group, 2 from the 183 

metabolic group and in one of each remaining group.  184 
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Kidney samples were collected from twenty-seven cats (table 2). Sixteen cats (16/27; 59.3%) were 185 

affected by infectious diseases (15 FIP, confirmed by immunohistochemistry for feline coronavirus, 186 

FCoV and 1 feline panleukopenia virus, FPV). Three cats (3/27; 11.1%) had died for severe 187 

traumatic events. The remaining cats were affected by tumors (2/27; 7.4%), i.e. one pulmonary 188 

adenocarcinoma and one thymic carcinoma, or by miscellaneous diseases (6/27; 22.2%) such as end 189 

stage cardiac insufficiency (n=3), rodenticide poisoning (n=1), chronic pneumonia (n=1) and 190 

diabetes (n=1). Of the 15 cats affected by FIP, 8 were IHC positive on kidneys. The other FIP-191 

affected cats were IHC positive on one or more of the other tested organs (e.g. brain, liver, intestine, 192 

lungs). Conventional nRT-PCR for FCoV was performed on all the kidney samples for research 193 

purposes and it resulted positive on 13/15 FIP cats’ kidneys. One additional cat not affected by FIP 194 

(IHC negative on all organs) tested positive on nRT-PCR for FCoV. Indeed, viral systemic spread is 195 

not uncommon in FCoV-infected cats not affected by FIP (Porter et al., 2014; Barker et al., 2017). 196 

Twenty-three of the necropsied cats were European shorthair, 2 Maine Coon, 1 Exotic and 1 197 

Ragdoll. Thirteen were female (5 spayed) and fourteen were male (10 neutered, 4 tomcats). The cats 198 

age ranged from 1 month to 15 years (mean age: 3.5 years; median: 1 year; 95% CI= 1,6-4,8).  199 

Among the FIP group, histological examination of the kidneys revealed lymphoplasmacytic 200 

interstitial nephritis in 9/15 cats, along with granulomatous lesions in 2/9 and vasculitis and necrosis 201 

in 3/9 cats. Two kidneys from cats with FIP showed only granulomatous lesions, while 4/15 FIP 202 

cats did not have histological relevant lesions in the kidney (although typical FIP lesions were 203 

found in other organs). Histological signs of lymphoplasmacytic interstitial nephritis were found in 204 

four cats belonging to the other groups. Specifically, these lesions were observed in cats affected by 205 

diabetes, cardiac insufficiency, chronic pneumonia (along with amyloidosis) and traumatic injuries. 206 

The kidney belonging to the cat euthanized for pulmonary adenocarcinoma showed granulomatous 207 

lesions and necrosis. No histological lesions were found in the kidneys of the remaining 7 cats 208 

included in this study.  209 
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FeMV RT-PCR results 210 

In total, 3 out of 108 (2.77%; 95% CI: 0.94-7.85%) samples examined in this study tested positive 211 

for FeMV RNA and were obtained from one cat sampled in 2014 and from two cats sampled in 212 

2017. In particular, one urine (1/81, 1.23%; 95% CI: 0.03-6.68%) collected from a stray cat and two 213 

kidney samples (2/27, 7.40%; 95% CI: 0.91-24.28%) resulted positive.  214 

One out of fourteen cats (7.14%; 95% CI: 0.18-33.86%) which showed UPC values above reference 215 

values or urinary sediment alterations suggestive of tubular damage (e.g. urinary casts) had FeMV 216 

RNA in the urine. At the moment of sample collection, the only FeMV positive cat with urine 217 

diagnostic results suggestive of renal disorder had ultrasound and laboratory alterations suggestive 218 

of cholangiohepatitis. In this cat, urinalysis showed UPC value compatible with proteinuria (UPC: 219 

0.56) and hyaline and granular casts were observed in the urinary sediment. After appropriate anti-220 

inflammatory, antibiotic and supportive therapy the cat had fully recovered, and another urine 221 

sample was taken 8 months after the first sampling. In the second sample, no laboratory alterations, 222 

including urinalysis, were found and the PCR for FeMV in the second urine sample resulted 223 

negative.  224 

The two positive kidneys were collected from one cat affected by non-effusive FIP and from 225 

another cat affected by pulmonary adenocarcinoma. Both the FeMV positive cats showed 226 

granulomatous lesions at the histological examination of the kidneys, in one case in the framework 227 

of typical FIP lesions and in the other case associated with severe necrosis. One of the FeMV 228 

positive kidneys was also nRT-PCR for FCoV positive. 229 

Phylogenetic analysis 230 

FeMV PCR positive samples were sequenced and named as follows:  231 

• Urine sample, Italy 2017 1073U 232 

• Kidney sample, Italy2014 434K 233 

• Kidney sample, Italy2017 1568K 234 
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BLAST analysis identified the three sequences as FeMV, showing L gene sequence homologies of 235 

92-89% for samples Italy2014 434K and Italy2017 1568K and of 91%-89% for the sample 236 

Italy2017 1073U compared with FeMV sequences deposited in the GenBank database.  237 

The nucleotide percentages of similarity of pairwise evolutionary distances between sequences 238 

isolated in this work and a representative selection of sequences deposited in the GenBank database 239 

are reported in table 3. The sequences isolated in this study showed 99.2-99.6% nucleotide 240 

similarity, while the homology between the sequences of this work and the selected FeMV 241 

sequences deposited in the GenBank database was between 91.3 and 83.7%. 242 

The FeMV L gene phylogenetic tree based on Neighbour-Joining method is reported in figure 1. 243 

Phylogenetic analysis of the three FeMV-positive cats showed that the three strains formed a 244 

significant sub-clade that clustered with the majority of FeMV strains retrieved from public 245 

database and did not cluster with the newly described feline paramyxoviruses identified in Germany 246 

and proposed as new paramyxoviruses (FpaV) (Sieg et al., 2015). Two highly significant clusters of 247 

FeMV, one with the majority of FeMV sequences and the other with sequences reported in 248 

Germany and proposed as two different FeMV genotypes were observed, as previously reported 249 

(Sieg et al., 2015; Sieg et al., 2019). Phylogenetic analysis also showed, beside the significative 250 

sub-clade of the three strains isolated in this study, three sub-clades A, B and C previously 251 

described. The only other strain previously reported in Italy (GenBank accession number 252 

KT825132) clusters with the sub-clade C (Marcacci et al., 2016; Park et al., 2016). Results of the 253 

phylogenetic analysis are similar using Maximum Likelihood analyses (data not shown). 254 

 255 

 256 

Discussion 257 

The 89-92% nucleotide identity of the FeMV strains obtained in this study with other FeMV 258 

sequences deposited in the GenBank database supports their classification as FeMVs. A nucleotide 259 
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identity above 84% is consistent with the classification within the same viral species (Kuno et al., 260 

1998).  261 

Data of this study showed an overall prevalence of FeMV similar to previously reported 262 

prevalences, but the prevalence in urine was slightly lower compared with other studies (Furuya et 263 

al., 2014; Yilmaz et al., 2017; Park et al., 2016). This finding could be explained by the population 264 

of cats included in the current study, since it is believed that stray cats are more easily infected, and 265 

most of the cats included in the current study were client-owned (Furuya et al., 2014). In fact, when 266 

considering the FeMV prevalence on the population of stray cats included in this study, which 267 

should also be considered when evaluating the circulation of a virus in a given geographic area, the 268 

prevalence increases to 16.7% (1/6: 95% CI: 0.42-64.12%).   269 

Another explanation to the lower prevalence recorded in the current study compared with published 270 

data could be the presence of viral RNA in low titres and the low analytical sensitivity of standard 271 

nRT-PCR compared to real time RT-PCR. It was demonstrated that samples with low titres of 272 

FeMV RNA can result positive at quantitative PCR (qPCR) but negative at RT-PCR (De Luca et al, 273 

2018; Furuya et al., 2015). However, this hypothesis seems unlikely since previous studies 274 

reporting slightly higher prevalences were done with conventional PCR. Moreover, the overall 275 

prevalence recently obtained with qPCR was only slightly higher compared whit the prevalence 276 

registered with conventional PCR (De Luca et al, 2018). Unfortunately, we were not able to 277 

perform serological tests on the cats used in this study, therefore no data about the seroprevalence 278 

are available. Nevertheless, based on other studies reporting a higher rate of seropositivities in 279 

FeMV RNA positive cats, it can be assumed that a low seroprevalence would have been recorded, 280 

but this needs to be investigated in further studies (Woo et al., 2012; McCallum et al., 2018). 281 

Further studies should also evaluate the presence of other unrelated feline paramyxoviruses (FPaV) 282 

previously described in cats (Sieg et al., 2015), that were not investigated in this study.  283 
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No association between CKD was apparently found in this study. This finding is in contrast with 284 

previous studies reporting a correlation between FeMV and CKD, but in line with more recent 285 

studies demonstrating no clear relationships between FeMV infection and CKD (Furuya et al., 286 

2014; Sieg et al., 2015; Yilmaz et al., 2017; McCallum et al., 2018). 287 

In particular, none of the cats with a diagnosis of CKD or clinicopathological signs consistent with 288 

CKD was FeMV positive in urine. Similarly, none of the cats with histological signs of 289 

tubulointerstitial nephritis was FeMV positive in the kidney.  290 

The cat with FeMV in the urine was affected by cholangiohepatitis. Long-term shedding of FeMV 291 

through the urine has been reported, showing similarity between FeMV in cats and canine 292 

distemper virus in dogs (Elia et al., 2015). The analysis of a follow up sample demonstrates that the 293 

cat either stopped to shed the virus or  intermittently shed the virus, as described in a recent study 294 

evaluating the viral RNA shedding within a 110 days’ time span; although a previous study 295 

demonstrated the persistent shedding of FeMV RNA within a two-years period (Sharp et al., 2016;  296 

De Luca et al., 2018). However, the above-mentioned study evaluated the type of shedding in one 297 

cat only, thus more information on this issue are needed. The detection of FeMV in a cat with 298 

cholangitis suggests designing future studies to investigate whether the virus may be involved in the 299 

pathogenesis of hepatic disorders. The presence of FeMV in the liver of infected cats, most of 300 

which were affected by cholangiohepatitis, was already demonstrated through 301 

immunohistochemistry (Yilmaz et al., 2017). Moreover, studies in vitro demonstrated that FeMV 302 

may have tropism for several cellular lines therefore being potentially able to infect different organs 303 

(Sakaguchi et al., 2015). The cat with FeMV-positive urine had no medical requirements to perform 304 

a kidney biopsy. Therefore, it was not possible to rule out histological signs of tubular damage and 305 

to correlate FeMV infection with kidney damage. Similarly, the rapid recovery of symptoms 306 

associated with liver diseases hampered the possibility to further investigate through biopsies or 307 

other techniques the possible presence of the virus within the hepatic tissues.  308 
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The absence of tubulointerstitial nephritis in the kidneys positive for FeMV nRT-PCR suggests, in 309 

accordance with recent studies, that FeMV should not be considered as a specific cause of TIN. On 310 

the other hand, the presence of FeMV viral RNA in the two positive kidneys could suggest that 311 

FeMV is possibly able to cause lesions other than tubulointerstitial nephritis.  312 

In fact, while granulomatous lesions are known to be typical of FIP, and therefore FeMV and FCoV 313 

infection may coexist, it is difficult to find a correlation between granulomatous lesions and 314 

pulmonary adenocarcinoma in the other FeMV positive cat. The design of this study does not allow 315 

to find a correlation between FeMV infection and granulomatous inflammation, both because of the 316 

scarce number of kidneys examined and because it was not possible to perform FeMV 317 

immunohistochemistry to investigate the presence of viral antigen inside the inflammatory lesions. 318 

However, in other studies based on immunohistochemistry, the FeMV antigen has been observed in 319 

the cytoplasm of tubular cells. It would be interesting to study whether the morbillivirus may be 320 

observed in other cellular lines of infected kidneys, as it is known that FeMV is also capable of 321 

infecting monocytic/macrophagic line cells, which are abundant within granulomatous lesions 322 

(Woo et al., 2012).  323 

It is also interesting to notice that the only two FeMV positive cats did not show the typical pattern 324 

of interstitial nephritis thought to be associated with FeMV infection according to Woo et al (2012), 325 

while many cats (13/27) had histological patterns consistent with interstitial nephritis but were 326 

FeMV negative. Unfortunately, urinary bladders were not collected, but it would have been 327 

interesting to evaluate FeMV presence also in this organ. 328 

Regarding the FeMV positive FIP-cat, the fact that all the other cats affected by FIP were FeMV 329 

PCR negative supported the hypothesis that the association between FeMV infection and FIP was 330 

likely a casual finding.  331 

Although the amount of sequences publicly available is relatively low, it is interesting to note that 332 

the first FeMV identified in Italy was from a sample collected in 2014, only few years after the first 333 
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identification of the virus in Hong Kong and one year before the first descriptions of FeMV in Italy 334 

(Woo et al., 2012; Lorusso et al., 2015). Phylogeographical analyses are suggested to help 335 

understand the origin and epidemiological distribution pattern of the virus.  336 

Phylogeny showed that the three strains of this study were grouped in a separated and specific sub-337 

cluster, within the same FeMV proposed genotype (figure 1). Therefore, it appears that there are at 338 

least two defined sub-clusters of FeMV in Italy: one with the first FeMV strain isolated from 339 

Lorusso et al (2015), and the second containing the three sequences obtained in this study. This 340 

finding is in accordance with the presence of different sub-clusters previously reported in the same 341 

geographic area (Sieg et al., 2015; Park et al., 2016).  342 

It would be interesting in the future to investigate whether different FeMV sub-clusters of the same 343 

geographic area also differ in their pathogenetic behavior. For example, it should be determined if 344 

there are differences in the tropism of the virus or in the timespan of shedding related to the 345 

geographic location. However, these studies would be possible only with experimental infections of 346 

cats. 347 

Conclusion 348 

Based on our results, feline morbillivirus is scarcely present in client-owned cats of Northern Italy, 349 

while the prevalence in stray cats seems higher but needs to be confirmed on a higher number of 350 

cats. The recorded data suggests the presence of a FeMV sub-cluster well distinct from the strain 351 

previously isolated in southern Italy. Possible differences in the behavior of these strains may be 352 

suggested and need to be investigated in the future. As our findings did not correlate FeMV 353 

infection with renal disorders, the possible role of the virus as one triggering factor of a disease with 354 

such a multifactorial pathogenesis as CKD, remains uncertain.  355 
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Figure 1. Phylogenetic tree generated with NJ analysis 460 

A 401 bp region of the L gene obtained from FeMV, CDV and feline paramyxoviruses sequences 461 

retrieved from GenBank databases and the three sequences obtained in this study was used. 462 

Sequences are indicated by GenBank accession number (available at 463 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/), country, year of origin and name of the strain. Distances 464 

were computed using the Kimura 2-parameter model. Bootstrap values above 70% are given. The 465 

symbol ◆ indicates sequences obtained in this study. A, B, C: FeMV sub-clusters described by 466 

Park et al (2016); genotype 1 and genotype 2: FeMV genotypes proposed by Sieg et al (2019).  467 


